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The relation of equivalence of Room designs is investigated with respect to the 
class of Room designs formed from starters with adders in the conventional 
way. It is shown that, if p” = 3 + 4t, s = t - 2[t/2], and Z = (l/k) Qpd+ 
(k/d), then it is possible to construct, without duplication, at least (I + ( -3)1-8)/8 
inequivalent patterned Room designs of sidepk. This result implies, for instance, 
the existence of at least 11 equivalence classes of Room designs of side 87 which 
contain a patterned Room design; it also implies the existence of at least 5 * lo5 
equivalence classes of Room designs of side 79 which contain a patterned Room 
design. Some additional results are obtained. 
INTRODUCTION 
Both the author [l] and W. D. Wallis [2] have determined the number 
of equivalence classes of Room designs of side 7. The number is 6. In 
each case, the method used involved equivalence invariants whose 
properties completely determine the class of a given Room design of 
side 7. The invariants used to obtain the result in these two cases are 
seemingly unrelated. On the other hand, C. C. Lindner [3] has shown 
the existence of a large number of inequivalent Room designs of composite 
side by a counting method which does not produce a method of distin- 
guishing inequivalent designs from one another. In this paper, we will 
use equivalence invariants related to the ones used in [l] to examine one 
of the prominent classes, A, of constructions for Room designs, and to 
give a method for determining a set B, B C A, such that any two construc- 
tions in the set B will yield inequivalent Room designs. 
MAIN THEOREM 
By the complete graph Ku, we mean the set of all unordered pairs of 
distinct elements of the set U. By a one-factorization of KU, we mean 
a set F of disjoint subsets of Ku such that: (a) If S E F then 2 1 S 1 = 1 U 1, 
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and u S = U; and (b) U F = KU. By a Room design of side k based 
on the set U, we mean an ordered pair (R, U), where 1 U 1 = k + 1, 
R is itself an ordered pair (RI, R2), Rl and R2 are one-factorizations 
ofKU, andifSER1 and TER2then lSn TI ,< 1. 
If F is a one-factorization of Ku, then we can define the relation 
( ; )F on Ku by the rule; (A; 13)F is true iff there exists SE F such that 
A E S, B ES, and A # B. The relation ( ; )F is symmetric and transitive. 
[By “transitive” we mean that it has the property that if (A; B)F and 
(B; C), and A # C then (A; C), . This differs slightly from the conven- 
tional definition.] Conversely, from any relation R( ; ) meaningful for 
each pair of objects in Ku which is symmetric and transitive, we can 
construct a set F of subsets of Ku by placing A and B, A # B, in the 
same subset iff R(A; B). The set F will be a one-factorization of Ku if?‘, 
when S E F, U S = U and 2 ) S / = / U I. For convenience of notation, 
if F is defined as above, and a, b, c, d E U, then we will use the symbol 
(a, b; c, d)p whenever the symbol ({a, b); {c, d>)F is intended. 
Two one-factorizations, F (of Ku) and G, (of KY), are said to be isomor- 
phic by the function Y (denoted by the symbol F -y G) iff there is a l-l 
onto function Y: U---f V such that, if a, b, c, d E U, then (a, b; c, d)F iff 
(aY, bY; cY, dY), . 
Two Room designs, ((Rl, R2), U) and ((Pl, P2), V), are said to be 
isomorphic by the function Y (denoted by ((Rl, R2), U) -y ((Pl, P2), V)) 
iff there is a function Y: U -+ V such that Rl -y Pl and R2 -y P2). 
These two Room designs are said to be equivalent iff either ((Rl, R2), U) 
or ((R2, Rl), U) is isomorphic to ((Pl, P2), V) by some function Y. 
The concept of a starter plays an important role in our theory of 
equivalence for Room designs. Let G be an additive abelian group of 
finite odd order, with identity element 0. A starter for G is a set X of 
unordered pairs of elements of G such that 
(9 I X I ,< (I G I - W4 
(ii) U X = G\(O), and 
(iii) {x - y 1 {x, JI} E X} = G\(O). 
Given two starters, X and Y, for the abelian group G, we say that X and Y 
are orthogonal provided that X n Y = m, and, for any element d E G\(O), 
there is at most one pair {a, b} E X such that {a + d, b + d} E Y. Given 
a starter X for the abelian group G, suppose that co is not the name of 
an element of G. Then, we can define a one-factorization X* of Kcv(m) 
by the rule: (a, 03; c, d))X* holds iff a, c, d # cc and {c - a, d - a} E X, 
if e, f, g, h # m, then (e,f; g, A)P holds iff both (a, co; g, h) and 
(a, co; e,f) hold for some a E G, and (g, h} # {e,f}. 
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LEMMA 1. Given two orthogonal starters, X and Y, for the abelian 
group G, ((X*, Y*), G u (co}) is a Room design. 
Proof. Let (a, co; b, d),, and (c, 00; e,f)r* . If a = c, then, since 
Xn Y- o, {b,d}#{e,f}. If a# c and {b, d} =z {e,f}, then, letting 
i=b-a,,j=d-a,andk=a-c,wehave{i,j)EXand(i+k,j+k}EY. 
Thus,ifSE-X*andTEY*thenISnT( <l. 1 
Let X be a starter for the abelian group G. We define the map TX on 
the elements of G by the rule: If {a, b) E X, then (a - b) TX = -b; 
OT, = 0. We note that T, is a permutation of the elements of G. Two 
starters, X and Y, for the group G are said to be isomorphic iff TX and TY 
are conjugate. We denote that this is the case by writing X - Y. If 
TX = STyPI, for some permutation S of the elements of G, and if there 
is a need to call attention to S, then we write X -.s Y. 
The following lemma will be crucial in the proof of our main theorem. 
LEMMA 2. Jf M and N are starters for the abelian group G, it follows 
that, {f M* -y N*, then M - N. 
Proof. In order to obtain this result, we must make two observations, 
SUBLEMMA 2.1. Let X be a starter. Then (a, co; b, P)~* zr (a - r, co; 
b - r, p - r)x* . 
Proc$ This follows directly from the definition of X*. l 
SUBLEMMA 2.2. Let X be a starter and p # 0. Then pTx = q $f 
(4, a; 0, P)x* * 
Proqf. We have pTx = q iff {-q, p - q} E X, by the definition of the 
map TX . We also have {-q, p - q} E X iff (q, co; 0, P)~* , by the defini- 
tion of X*. 1 
To complete the proof of Lemma 2, suppose that M* -y N*. If 
follows that, for some u E G u {co}, UY = co. 
Assume, at first, that u = co. Then, for y # 0, yTiM I= e iff (e, 00; 0, Y)~*, 
by Sublemma 2.2, (e, co; 0, Y)~* iff (eY, 00; OY, YY)~* , by the assumption 
that M* -y N*, (eY, a;t; OY, yY),* itT (eY - OY, UJ; 0, yY - OY),, , 
by Sublemma 2.1, and (eY - OY, co; 0, yY - OY)N* iff (yY - OY) TN = 
eY - OY, by Sublemma 2.2. Thus, TM and TN are conjugate. Next, 
assume that u # 03. Then, if y # U, we have (y - U) TM = k - u iff 
(k--u,wO,y--U),w, by Sublemma 2.2, (k - u, co; 0, y - u),,,,* iff 
(k, co; U, Y)~*, by Sublemma 2.1, (k, co; u, Y)~* iff (kY, COY; 03, YY)~* , 
sinceM* -yN*,(kY, WY, o,yY)N*iff(kY- coY,O; co,yY- COY)~*, 
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by Sublemma 2.1, and (kY- COY, 0; co,yY- COY)~’ iff (kY- COY) TN = 
yY - COY, by Sublemma 2.2. Thus, TM and TN are conjugate. 1 
We are now prepared to prove the main theorem. If K is an abelian 
group, define G-, (or KG-, , if there is a reason to call attention to K) 
to be the set {{x, v} 1 x = --y, x # O}. It is clear that G-, is a starter if 
1 K 1 is odd. It is common to call a Room design (R, KU {co}) patterned 
iff GZ1 E R. 
THEOREM 1. Let Kbe an abeiian group of odd order. Let P = (G, I v E V> 
be a set of starters for K, indexed by some set V, such that, if G, E P, then 
G, and G-, are orthogonal, and G, and G-, are not isomorphic. Let A 
denote the group of automorphisms of K. Let A act on the set P by the 
rule: if YE A, then G,Y contains the pair {xY, yY} ifs G, contains the 
pair {x, y>. Let W = PA. Let 0 denote the number of orbits of W under 
the action of A. Then, there are at least 0 equivalence classes of Room 
designs of side ) K 1 which contain a patterned Room design. 
Proof. If G, and G, are any two elements of P, then we form the two 
Room designs B, = ((G,*,GZ,), KU { ao}) and B, = ((G,*,GZ!,), KU (co)). 
We will show that, if B, and B, are equivalent, then G, and G, are in the 
same orbit of W. Theorem 1 will follow. 
By Lemma 2, we cannot have GT, -y G,*, since G-, +- G, . Thus, 
we can assume that, if B, and B, are equivalent, then there is a map 
Y:Ku{co}-tKu(co} such that G_*,-yG_*l and G,*-yG,*. In 
addition, we have the following two properties of GT, to work with: 
(4 (a, 00; b, CL* iff b + c = 2a; and (b) if a, b, c, s # cc, then we have 
(a, s; b, c)~T, iff iI+ s = b + c. In what follows, we assume that tY = co. 
Suppose first that t # cc. If j K 1 < 7, the theorem is trivial to verify, 
so we assume that 1 K / > 7. From the set K\(t), pick the elements a, b, 
and c as follows: 
(i) Choose b to be any element; 
(ii) choose c such that c # 6, and (c, b; co, t)p, is false; and 
(iii) choose a such that a # b, a # c, (b, c; a, t)cr, is false, 
(a, b; c, tb, is false, and (a, b; co, t)Gt, is false. 
Given the elements a, b, and c, it is possible to have (k, , t; 6, c)~:, , 
(q, t; a, k,bl , (k, t; a, bbl , and (p, t; k, cb, , where k, kl f ~0. We 
claim that these statements together imply that p = q. For (1) Suppose 
p = cc, q # cc. It follows that k + c = 2t and k + t = a + b, and 
hence that a + b + c - 2t = t. On the other hand, it follows that 
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kl + t = b + c and q + t = a + k, , and so a + b + c - 2t = q. Thus, 
q = t, which contradicts the assumption that (q, t; a, kl)oyl . 
Thus, this case cannot occur. (2) Suppose that p Z co and q # co. 
Then, by reasoning as above, q = a + b + c - 2t = p. It follows that 
q = p. Now, since Y is an automorphism of G_*, , it follows that 
(k,Y, ~0; bY, cY)c:, , (PY, a; ay, klY)cl, (ky, a; aY, bYbl, and 
(PK a; kY> cY)cy,. So, we have 2(uY) + bY + CY = 2(k,Y + aY) = 
4( p Y) = 2(k Y + c Y) = 2(c Y) + aY + b Y, by property (a) above. Thus, 
UY = cY, and a = c. But, by construction, a # c. Thus, it follows that 
t= co. 
By Sublemma 2.1, if rEK then the map X:Ku{co)+Ku{co} 
defined by UX = a - r for all a E K, and COX = cg, is an automorphism 
of CC, . It follows that we can assume 0 Y = 0. Since, for all b, e E K, b # e, 
there exist a, c E K such that (a, co; 0, c)~T, and (a, co; b, e)FT1 , it follows 
that (a Y, m; 0, cY)~~~ and (aY, co; b Y, eY),rl . Thus, it follows that 
b Y + e Y = 2(a Y) = cY = (2a) Y = (b + e) Y, by property (a) above. It 
follows that YE A. 
But since YE A and G,* -y Gw*, we have G,Y = G, . It follows that, 
ifB,-yB,, then G, and G, are in the same orbit of W under the action 
of A. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 1 
SOME CALCULATIONS FOR A CONSTRUCTION 
OF MULLIN AND NEMETH 
In 1969 R. C. Mullin and E. Nemeth [5] established the following 
construction for starters for the abelian group (G&P), +), p prime, 
which yields constructions for Room designs. We present the construction 
here so that we can use it in the proof of Theorem 2. 
LEMMA 3. Let p be a prime, pk = 1 + 2”t, t an odd integer, and x 
a jixed primitive element in GF(p”). Let x be the function defined by the 
rule: If a # 0, then x(u) = I if a has odd multiplicative order, x(u) = - 1 
if --a has odd multiplicative order; otherwise, x(u) = 0. If X(W) = --I, 
then let 
G, = {{.++s, ,,&“‘+s } j 0 < r < t - 1,0 < s < 2=-l}. 
Then G, is a starter, and G, and Gel are orthogonal if w # - 1. 
Proof. Clearly, j G, / < (1 GF(p”)j - 1)/2. Since -w has odd order 
-w = xzarn, for some m, 0 < VE .< t - 1. Thus, 
~1’X2*r+s = (.-p> X2Yrtm) = (p+tz”-‘) X2YT+m) = (xslm2"-1) X2"w+?Jt+(t-1)/2)~ 
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It follows that 
u G, = {u [ u = 2P+s, 0 < r < t - I,0 < s < 2”) 
The set 
L = {a - b / (a, b} E G,} 
= (&(I - w) x2”r+s / 0 < r < t - l,o < S 
Since -~2~7+S = X2n(r+(t-1)/2)+S+2”-1, 
< 2n-1). 
L = {(I - w) x2”r+s 1 o < r < t - 1,O < s < 2”) = GF(p’)\{O}. 
Hence, G, is a starter. If w  # - 1, then clearly G-, n G, = ia. If 
d E GF(pk)\{O}, {a, -a> E G-, , and (a + d, --a + d} = {b, wb) E G, , then 
d = (l/2)(1 + w)b, and a = f(l/2)(1 - w)b. Thus, there is at most 
one pair {a, -a} E G-, such that {a + d, --a + d> E G, . 1 
We define Pf = {G, 1 x(w) = -l}, let A(@) denote the group of 
automorphisms of (GF(pl”), t), let A(pk) act on P+ in the same way as 
A acts on the set P in Theorem 1, and let W = P+A(pk). We now investi- 
gate the action of the group A(pk) on W. Our objective is, of course, to 
apply Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 4. Let pk = 1 + 2?4, u odd. Let L(r) denote the largest odd 
integer dividing r. Make the following dejinitions: 
D(r) = -2 + 2L(pLcr) + 1) + C (pz’L(r) - l), 
2’1+ 
s>o 
I(k) = (2/k) ( ;k Lbd - 1) &W), 
J(k) = (l/k) ( C WI 4Wd)) + 2. 
2djk 
Then, under the action of A(pk) on W, there are exactly (I(k) + J(k))/4 
distinct orbits. 
Proof. Note the following. 
SUBLEMMA 4.1. Given v, w  E GF(pk) such that x(v) = x(w) = - 1, 
there exists YE A(pk) such that (G,) Y = G, zjr either v and w  satisfy the 
same irreducibIe over GF(p) or v and l/w satisfy the same irreducible over 
GF(p). 
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Proof. Suppose 01 and p satisfy the same irreducible over GF(p). Let 
Y be an automorphism of GF(@) such that olY = /I. Then Y, - YE A($), 
and clearly G,Y = GB and G,(- Y) = Glis . 
If, on the other hand, we have G,Y = GB for some YE A@), then we 
proceed by making 
CLAIM 1. Either (olr)Y = /3(r Y) for all r E GF($)‘), or (w)Y = (l/@)(rY) 
for all r E GF(pk). 
From Claim 1, it follows that we have, for any polynomial f, either 
((f(4)r) Y = UW>(r Y) or ((f(a))r)Y = (f(l//?))(rY). In the first case, 
01 and /3 satisfy the same irreducible over GF(p), and in the second case, 
01 and l//3 satisfy the same irreducible over GF(p). Thus, it is sufficient 
to prove Claim 1 in order to prove Sublemma 4. I. 
Proof of Claim 1. Suppose that {a Y, (au) Y} = {b, ,6b), where (a, aa> E G, 
and (b, fib} E G. Then either we have (ola)Y = fib =I= /l(aY), or we have 
(cuz)Y = b = (l@)(aY). Th us, if H = (e 1 e E GF(pL) and (ole)Y = /3(eY)), 
and K = {e j e E GF(@) and (ate) Y = (l//$(eY)), then H u K = GF(pk) 
and H and K are subgroups of (GF(p”), +). Thus, we have either HC K 
or KC H. Hence, either H = GF(px) or K = GF(pk). This completes 
the proof of Claim 1, as well as that of Sublemma 4.1. m 
We now make the following definitions: 
D = {f if is manic and irreducible polynomial over GF(p)}; 
N = {f 1 f E D, and there is an 01 E GF(p”) such that f(a) = 0, 
fW> = 0, and x(4 # 0); 
NC = (f1.f~ D\N, and there is a /3 E G&P) such thatf@) = 0, 
and x(P) f 01. 
If e E GF(p”), letf, denote the manic irreducible of e over GF(p). Let H 
denote the group of transformations on the set N u NC consisting of the 
elements a, b, c, and d, where 
a is the identity transformation, 
b takes f, to flla for each fa E N u NC, 
c takes f, to,f-, , for each f, E N u NC, and 
d = bc. 
SUBLEMMA 4.2. I f  x(v) = x(w) = -1, then G, and G, are in the same 
orbit of W under the action qf A(p”) zrfv andf, are in the same orbit of 
N u NC under the action of H. 
582417/3-3 
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Proof. If G, and G, are in the same orbit of W, then f* = fW, or 
fi, = filw = f,b, by Sublemma 4.1. On the other hand, iffv and fW are in the 
same orbit of N u NC, thenf, = fW or fV = f,b, since X(V) = X(W) = - 1. 
Thus, by Sublemma 4.1, G, and G,. are in the same orbit of W. 1 
SUBLEMMA 4.3. Let Z be any orbit of N u NC. Then there is a polynomial 
fw E Z such that x(w) = -1. 
Proof. Choose any f, E Z. If x(v) = + 1, then x(-v) = - 1, and 
f--8 ==.fvc. I 
SUBLEMMA 4.4. Under the action of H on the set N v NC, there are 
exactly (2 1 N ( + 1 NC I)/4 orbits. 
Proof. Let O(M) denote the number of orbits of the set A4 under 
the action of H. Since NH = N and NCH = NC, we have O(N u NC) = 
O(N) + O(N”). Since for e EN we have eb = e, the restriction of H 
to N has order 1 or 2. Since, for any 01 E GF(p”), if x(a) # 0 then 
x(a) # X(-IX), if f E N then .fc #J Thus, O(N) = (I N ))/2. If e E NC, 
then eb # e, and as before, ec # c; we also have eb # ec, since, for 
oi E GF(p”), X(CX) = x(1/a), but x(a) # x(-a). Thus, O(NC) = (I N” j)/4. 
The required conclusion follows. 1 
To complete the proof of Lemma 4, set Z(k) = ( N u NC j and set 
J(k) = ) N 1. By Sublemmas 4.2 and 4.3, the number of orbits of W 
under the action of A(pL) is O(N u NC) = (Z(k) + J(k))/4. Thus, we 
need only compute Z(k) and .Z(k> to complete the proof. 
Computation of Z(k) 
Set W, = I{f 1 f E D, deg(f) = q, and there exists an N E GF(ps) such 
that f(a) = 0 and x(a) # O}l. Then 2L(ps - 1) = C,ls q W, , since both 
sides represent the number of elements 01 E GF(p”) such that x(a) # 0. 
Using the Mobius inversion formula, we obtain 
ws = (l/s) (2 2L(PP - 1) &s/q)). 
Since elements of the same order have the same character, whether it is 
taken with respect to the field GF(ps) or GF(p”), there are also exactly W, 
such polynomials in GF(p’“) if s 1 k. So, W, = I{f 1 f E N U NC and 
deg(f) == qH, and W = lGR W, = (l/k) Ce 2L(pd - 1) +(k/d). 
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Computation of J(k) 
SUBLEMMA 4.5. Let 01 E GF(pk) and rx f &l. Zf 01 and l/a satisfy the 
same irreducible over GF(p), then, for some q = 2SL(k), the polynomial 
(x - ol)(x - (l/or)) has coejicients in GF(pR) and 01$ GF(p*). 
Proof. If a and l/a satisfy the same irreducible over GF(p), then 
~9” = l/a for some t. Suppose that t f k. Then c1 = EP’ = HIPPO+‘, where 
0 < r < t, = ap’ or l/(o~p’). If o? = CY~’ then l/a = C& = (apr)pt-’ = c&‘. 
In either case, there is an integer v, u < t, such that c# = l/al. Thus, we can 
assume that t 1 k. Let t = i2”, where i I L(k) and 2s 1 k. This happens only if 
an2s~tk) = aD2sie, 
where 0 is odd; this is equal to l/a. Since this holds and 
c1 # il, we can assume that cP’28L’k’ # 01; thus, ~11$ GF(pzsL(“)). Since 
~F~p(ya))“pl’Lk~ = (l/a) + a, the irreducible for OL and l/cx over 
2 L(k)) is (x - ol)(x - (l/m)) = x2 - (a + l/ol)x + 1. This completes 
the proof of the sublemma. 1 
SUBLEMMA 4.6. Let W,, = I{f 1 f E N and deg(f) = 2d)j. If 2r ) k, 
then Calr 2dWzd = D(r). 
Proof Let P = p2SL(T), 2” j r. Let Lp = {a 1 CL E GF(P2)\GF(P), x(a) f 0, 
and f,(l/a) = O}. Then Lp = {a 1 (Y E GF(P2)\GF(P), x(01) # 0, and the 
irreducible of 01 over GF(P) is (x - a)(~ - (l/a))}, by Sublemma 4.5. Let 
L = &SIT L#LW,. Then L = (o! / LY E GF(p2’), a # 51, x(a) # 0, and 
fa(l/ol) = 0}, by Sublemma 4.5. Thus, 
I L / = c I L/L(~) [ = C 2dW,, , 
2*/ r dir 
since no irreducible of odd degree over GF(p) can have both OL and l/a 
as roots unless 01 = 31. 
On the other hand, Lr = (a 1 (Y E GF(P”), ap+l = 1, X(E) # 0, and 
ff#+l). If Kp={CY.rxIY.ELp, x(a) = l>, then I Lp ] = 2 I Kp I. And 
1 Kp I = &L(P+l) +(d) - 1 = L(P + 1) - 1, since there are exactly C&S) 
elements in GF(P*) which have order s. Thus, 
/ L / = c 2 1 KpzS~(r) / = 2 c (L(pzSL(r) + 1) - 1) = D(r), 
2SlT 2SlT 
since, ifs > 0, P = 1 (mod 4) and thus L(P + 1) = (P + 1)/2. 1 
Now we compute J(k). By applying the Mobius inversion formula to the 
result of Sublemma 4.6, we obtain the formula 2r W,, = Cdir D(d) p(r/d). 
Thus, J(k) = CBrlk W,, + 2, since no irreducible of odd degree over 
GF(p) can be satisfied by a and l/m unless 01 = & 1, and thus 
J(k) = WI C D(d) #(k/W + 2. I 
Pdlk 
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THEOREM 2. If p = 3 (mod 4) then there are at least E(k) equivalence 
classes of patterned Room designs of side p”, where 
E(k)= $1; if p = 3 (mod S), if p = 7 (mod 8), 
J = (44 + JW4, Q = (P + 1)/8, 
and 
R = (P + 5)/8 + ((1 + (-1)‘“)/2) L(P + 1). 
Furthermore, in many cases it is possible to determine in advance whether 
two starters in the set W will produce inequivalent patterned Room designs 
by the construction described in Theorem 1. 
Proof. To apply Theorem 1, we take K = (GF(pk)+), and we con- 
struct the required set P. To construct P, we might try to define 
P = (G, I G, E P+, G, + G-r}. However, it is not easy to determine 
exactly when two starters in P-t are nonisomorphic to Gel , and so we 
define P = {Gpt I G, E P+, G, $6 L), where L = (G, J v E GF(p), x(1 - v) = l> 
when p = 7 (mod S), and L = (G, j v E GF(p) and x(1 - U) = -1, or 
v E GF(p2)\GF(p) and fV(l/v) = 0} if p = 3 (mod 8). We will show that 
P C {G, I G, E P+, G, -+ G-,}. To do this, we need Lemmas 5-7. 
LEMMA 5. If x(1 - w) $3 0, x( I - v) = 0, x(w) = x(v) = - I, where 
v, w  E GF(pk), then G, +- G, . 
Proof. If X is a starter, define the map SX = (--TX-)-l (where “-” is 
the permutation defined by h- = -h). That is, aSx = a - b iff (a, b) E A’, 
and OS, = 0. 
Let g be a fixed primitive element in GF(pk). 
Since x(1 - w) # 0, the map SG, permutes the elements d E GF(pk) 
which have the property that x(d) # 0. There are 2u of these. Thus, at 
least one of the cycles of SGm besides the cycle (0), either has odd order, 
or has order 4m + 2 for some m. Thus, it is sufficient to show that SGs = S 
has only cycles of order divisible by 4 in its decomposition, with the 
exception of the cycle (0). 
In the first place, we note that, if g is a primitive element of GF(p”), 
then G, = {{x, vx} 1 x = bq, x(q) = + 1, and b = g’ with 0 ,( r < 2%-l). 
This expression for G, will be of help in the following discussion. 
Since x(1 - v) = 0, 1 - v = bq with x(q) # 0 and b = gr with 
0 < r < 2+l. Let x = b,q, such that x(ql) = + 1, 6, = gs, and 
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0 < s -=c (I, 2”-l), where (a, b) is the greatest common divisor of a and b. 
Then, if {x, UX} is any pair in G, , we have 
xS = (bq)x 
((a(bq)” u”)x)S = a((bq)” vn - (bq)” v’)x = v”(bq)“+’ xc (1) 
wherea=fl,y=nifr’=n-l,andy=~+lif~’=n+l, and 
c = & 1. Similarly, we have: 
followed again by (1). 
(ux)S = -(bq)x 
Since x(u(bq)m P) # 0 iff m is a multiple of 2”-l/(r, 2%-l), the length 
of every cycle of S is a multiple of 2”-l/(r, 2”-l) except for the cycle (0). 
We have also that 2”-l/(r, 2”-l) 2 4 unless r = 2n-2. In this case, we 
now show that every cycle of S has order a multiple of 4. 
Suppose 1 - u = bq with x(q) = +l and b = gr, r = 2n-2. Then 
(x = b,q, , x(ql) = + 1, b, = g”, 0 f s < 2n-2), 
(x)S = x(bq) 
(((- 1) u-2s+1(bq)4t-1)x)S = x(- 1)(u-2s+-1(bq)4t-1 - u-2s(bq)41-1) 
= u-2s(bq)4tx, 
((u-2”(bq)4”)x)S = xu-2s(bq)4t - v-2s+1(bq)4tx = xu-28(bq)4t+1, 
((v-2”(bq)4f+‘)x)S = x+(bq)4t+l - ++l(bq)4t++ 
= XU-2Qq)4t +2, 
((+(bq)4t+2)x)S = xu-2”(bq)4t+2 - +-l(bq)4t+‘+ 
= x+-l(bq)4t+3 (- 1). 
And we also have: 
(ux)S = -x(bq), 
(x++l(bq)4t)S = X@s+l(bq)4t - xu-2s(bq)4t = xu-2s(bq)4t+1 (- l), 
(-XU-2s(bq)4t+l)S = -xv-2s(bq)4t+l - (-,,-2s-l(bq)4t+l) 
= Xu-28-l(bq)4t+2, 
(Xu-2s-l(bq)4t+2)S = XU-2s-1(bq)4t+2 - XU-2s(bq)4t+2 = XZ)-2s-l(bq)4t+3, 
(Xu-2s-l(bq)4t+3)S z XU-2s-l(bq)4t+3 - XU-2s(bq)4t+3 = Xu-2s-l(bq)4t+4. 
We will discuss these cycles in a few more lines, but first we note what 
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happens when v - 1 = bq with x(q) = +I and b = g’, Y = 2n-2: (Let 
x=b~q,,x(qJ=+l,b,=gS,0<s<2n-2) 
(x)S = x - vx = -x(bq), 
(xv-2s(bq)4t)S = xv-2s(bq)4t - xv-2Y+1(bq)4t = (- 1) xv-2s(bq)4t+1, 
(wXv-2”(bq)4t+l)S = -xv-2s(bq)4t+l - (-Xv-2s--l(bq)4t+l) 
= Xv-2s-l(bq)4t+2 (- l), 
(-Xv-28-l(bq)4t+2)S = Xv-2s-l(bq)4t+2 - (-,,-2s-2(bq)4t+2) 
= Xv-2+-2(bq)4t+3 (-I), 
(-Xv-2s-2(bq)4t+3)S = -Xv-2"-2(bq)4t+3 - (7,,-2s-'(bq)4t+3) 
= Xv-2s-2(bq)4t+4. 
We also have: 
(xv)S = xv - x = x(bq), 
(-Xv-2s(bq)4t+2)S = -xv-2s(bq)4f+2 - (-xv-2s+l(bq)4t+2 
These calculations show that if r = 2n-2, then S2 has the following 
property: Each cycle of S2 has the property that, for some k, every other 
element is of the form kcu where x(a) = +l, and every other element is 
of the form k/3 where x(p) = -1. Thus, this cycle of S2 needs to have 
even order. Thus, 4 divides the order of the corresponding cycles of S. 1 
From Sublemma 4.1, the following facts are clear: (a) If 0 is any orbit 
of W under the action of A(p”) such that there is an cx E GF(p) such that 
G, E 0 c\ P+, then for all ,6 E GF(@), if G, E 0 n P+ then /3 E GF(p). (Thus, 
let W, = (0 1 0 E W and, for all G, in the orbit of 6, CL E GQ)}.) 
(b) If 0 is any orbit of Wand G, , GB E 0 n Pf, then x(1 - a) = x(1 - p). 
Weshall need theseobservations in theproofs of Lemma 6and Theorem 2. 
LEMMA 6. Let 6 be the quadratic residue character for GF(pk). Let 
C = (0 1 0 is an orbit of the set W, under the action of A(pk)), 
A= [{B~~~C,andifG,~P+n~thenX(l -0l)=1)1, 
B = I(0 1 0 E C, and ifGa E P+ n 8 then x(1 - IX) = --I}\. 
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Then, ifp = 3 (mod 8) it follows that A = (p - 3)/8 and B = (p + 5)/S, 
and ifp = 7 (mod 8) then A = B = (p + 1)/8. 
Proof. A + B = j C I = (p + 1)/4 by Lemma 4. 
A-B= ( 2 
6(9x)=-l 
s(i - W) t S(2))/2 = (S(2) - lj/2 
by elementary number theory (see, for instance, [7, p. 841). Solving, we 
obtain the above values for A and B. 1 
An ordered starter (OS) is an ordered pair (X, S), where X is a starter 
and S is a set such that, if A E X, then / A n S I = 1. If X is a starter for 
(G, +), then we say that an OS (X, S) is a Q-starter iff S = {b - a 1 a ES, 
{a, b) E X; we say that an OS (X, S) is an R-starter iff S = {a - b / a ES, 
{a, b} E X). 
LEMMA 7. Let (Sl, Dl) be a Q-starter, and let (S2, 02) be an R-starter. 
Let there exist EC S2 such that ) E j is odd, and (u E) Ts, = lJ E. Then 
Sl is not isomorphic to S2. 
Proof Let PO = (J E, and let Q, = U Sl. Then POT,, = PO, and, 
since (S2,02) is an R-starter, D2Ts, = 02. Thus, (P, n D2)Ts, = P, n 02, 
and I PO n 02 I is odd. It follows that Ts, has a cycle of odd order. But, 
since Sl is a Q-starter, DITsl = Q,,\Dl, and (Q,\Dl) Ts, = Dl. Thus, 
Ts, permutes the elements of Q, in cycles of even order only. Thus, Sl 
cannot be isomorphic to S2. 1 
COROLLARY. If G 3 3 (mod 4) then no Q-starter for G is isomorphic 
to an R-starter for G. 
Proof. Set E = S2. 1 
To complete the proof of Theorem 2, we begin by making the following 
definitions: 
D = (0 / 0 E GF(p”), 8 = bq, X(q) = 1, b = g’, g as defined above 
0 < r < 2+l}, 
L=(G,IG,E:W,~P+,X(~--)=+l}, 
M = (G, j G, E W, n P+, X( 1 - a) = -1). 
Now suppose that p = 7 (mod 8). Then X(2) = 1. Thus, (G-, , D) is 
an R-starter. Suppose that GW1 - G, . Then x(1 - W) # - 1, by Lemma 7, 
since this would make (G,, , D) a Q-starter, and we can take the set 
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E = {{a, -a} I a E GF(p”) and x(u) = l}. Also, x(1 - w) f: 0, by 
Lemma 5. If x(1 - w) = 1, then (G, , 0) is an R-starter, and so DSGw = D, 
and for a E D a& = a(1 - w). But, for a E GF(p”), uSG = 2~. Thus, 
if w  $ GF(p), the cycles of SC cannot be of the same ordei as the cycles 
of SGml . Thus, w  E GF(p) aid x(w) = 1. It follows that G, E L. Since 
G, EL is equivalent to G, #P, this is what we had wanted to show. 
Since by Lemma 6, the number of orbits of L(A(p”)) under the action 
of A(p”) is (p + 1)/S, and W = P+A(p”) = PA(p’“) u LA(p’“), and 
PA(p”) n LA(p”) = D, the part of the theorem pertaining to p = 7 
(mod 8) follows. 
Suppose p E 3 (mod 8). Then x(2) = - 1, and (G-, , D) is a Q-starter. 
Suppose G-, - G, . Then x(1 - w) # 1, by Lemma 7, since this would 
make (G, , D) an R-starter, and we could take E = ({a, wa> 1 a E GF(pk) 
and x(a) = I>. We know that x(1 - MI) # 0, by Lemma 5. If 
x(1 - w) = -1, then (G,, D) is a Q-starter, and so, for a ED, 
aS = (1 - w)a, for a E u G,\D, aS, = (I - (l/w))a, DS, = U G,\D, 
and (lJ G,\D) S, = D. Thus, the order of any cycle of SGm is always twice 
the order of the element (1 - w)(l - (I/w)) = 2 - (w + (l/w)). We also 
have, for all a E GF(p’“), aTGpl = 2~. Thus, w  + (l/w) E GF(p). If 
w  $ GF(p), then (x - w)(x - (l/w)) is the irreducible of ~1. By Sub- 
lemma 4.6, with k = 2, it is clear that the number of elements w satisfying 
these conditions is 2(L(p + 1) - 1). It is clear from Sublemma 4.1 that, 
if G, is in some orbit 0 of W, then j 0 n P+ ( = 2. Thus, there are 
L(p + 1) - 1 orbits of W which contain G, E Pf with w  satisfying these 
conditions. If w  E GF(p), then w  E M. By Lemma 6, the number of orbits 
of MA(pL) is (p + 5)/8. We also have W = P+A(pk) = PA(p’;) u 
MA(p”) u {G, ) w  E GF(pz)\GF(p),fw(l/w) = 0} A(p’“), and the sets 
PA(p’“), MA(P’~) and {G, / w E GF(pz)\GF(p),fw(l/w) = 0} A(p”) are 
pairwise disjoint. Thus, the starters in P are not isomorphic to G-, , 
and the number of orbits of PA(p’“) under the action of A(p”) is that 
number stated in the theorem for p = 3 (mod 8). 1 
RESULTS FOR PRODUCT ORDERS 
In [4, 61, Gross proves the following theorem. 
LEMMA 8. Let X be a starter for the abelian group G, let (2, 5’) be an 
ordered starter for the abelian group G, let Y be a starter for the abelian 
group H, and let 3 { 1 H I. Let X and Z be orthogonal to GGwl , and let Y 
be orthogonal to HG-, . 
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Let xzy = w, 4, (0, s>> I {w, s) E y> ” K? Oh (Y, 011 I ix, Y> e w ” 
{{(x, h), (y, 2h)) / {x, y> E 2, h E H\(O), x ES). Then XzY is a starter fir 
G @ H, and the cycles in the decomposition of the permutation Txzr are all 
of order at least as large as the smallest order of a cycle [except for the 
cycle (0)] in Tz , T, or TY . Furthermore, XzY is orthogonal to (G @ H) G-1 . 
Proof. The first two assertions clearly hold. Since X and Z are 
orthogonal to GG-, , and Y is orthogonal to HG-, , then, for C = X, Y, 
or Z, we have, if {a, b), and {c, d) F C, then a + b # c + d # 0. Thus, 
if {a, b), (c, d} E XzY, then a t b # c + d # 0. It follows that XzY is 
orthogonal to (G @ H) Gml . The reader is refered to [6] for details (It 
should be noted that the term “strong starter” used in [6] can be viewed 
as follows: X is a strong starter iff X is orthogonal to GGel . This follows 
from the work of Byleen [lo] and Horton [ll].) U 
LEMMA 9. If Xl, X2, and Z are starters for the group G such that no 
automorphism of G is an isomorphism of X1 and X2, Yl and Y2 are starters 
for the group H such that no automorphism of H is an isomorphism of Yl 
and Y2, and (1 G I, I H I) = 1, then no automorphism of G 0 H is an 
isomorphism of XlzYl with any of the starters XlzY2, X2zY1, or XZzY2. 
Proof. Any automorphism of G 0 H is an automorphism of G and 
an automorphism of H, since (I G /, I H I) = 1. Thus, it must take Xl 
onto Xl or X2, and Y 1 onto Y 1 or Y2 if it is an isomorphism of any of 
the starters described in the theorem. u 
We say that the starter X is a Steiner starter iff whenever the pair {a, b) 
is in X, the pairs {--a, b - a} and C-b, a - b} are also in X. 
LEMMA 10. X is a Steiner starter @aTx = b implies bTx = a. 
Proof. Suppose aTx = b implies bTx = a. This means that if X 
contains the pair {c, d} such that c - d = a and thus -d = b, then 
it contains the pair (e, g} with e - g = b and -g = a. Thus, 
(e, g} = {-c, d - c>. Since {c, d} is in X, we have (d - c) TX = -c; 
then since (-c) TX = d - c by hypothesis, there is a pair {i, k} in X such 
that i - k = -c and -k = d - c. It follows that {i, k} = {c - d, -d}. 
This shows that X is a Steiner starter. If X is a Steiner starter, on the 
other hand, it is easy to show that, if aTx = b then bT, = a, since this 
is equivalent to the proposition that if {a - b, -b} is in Xthen { ---a, b - a} 
is in X, which follows directly from the definition of a Steiner starter. n 
LEMMA 11. Let p, k, A(pk) and W be as in Lemma 4. Then, there is at 
most one orbit of W which contains Steiner starters. 
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Proof. If G, E W is a Steiner starter, then (T,,)” = 1, the identity, 
by Lemma 10. Define S = (-TGm-)-l. Then, if {a, wa} E G, , we have 
aS = a(1 - w) and (wa)S = wa(1 - (I/w)). Thus 1S2 is equal either to 
(1 - w)” or to (1 - w)(l - (l/w)). Since S2 = 1, we have 1 = 1S2. Thus, 
in the first case (1 - w)” = 1 and 1 - w = -1. But then lS= -1, 
x(-l) = -1, we have (-1)s = (-l)(l - (I/w)). It follows that 
1S2 = (1 - w)(l - (l/w)) in both cases. Thus, 1 = (1 - w)(l - (I/w)), 
and we must have w2 - w + 1 = 0. And by Sublemma 4.1, the lemma 
follows. 
Given a set of primes {pi 1 i E (1} indexed by some set (1, we denote 
the quantities J(k), 1(k), defined in Lemma 4 for pi, by the symbols 
Z<(k) and &(k), for all i E /I. We denote the set W, defined for pi as in 
Lemma 4, by Wi , for all i E rl. Finally, if E E Wi , then we denote that 
this is the case by writing Ei for E. 
THEOREM 3. If K is an elementary abelian group of order n, p I n 
implies that p = 3 (mod 4), n = II:=, pfl is the prime power decomposition 
of n, and there is a Steiner starterfor GF(pp), then the number of equivalence 
classes of patterned Room designs of side n is at least U(k), where 
y ((Ii(k) + J,(k))/4 - 2) if PO = 3, 
Steiner starter, and, for all i, 0 ,( i < r, pi # 3. 
Prooj: Again by Theorem 1, we reduce the proof to the construction of 
a set P of starters which are not isomorphic to (@lso (GF(P~~),+))-~ = Gel, 
and deriving the number of orbits of the group of automorphisms of the 
group @Lo (GF(p;i), +) on the set P. The latter information can be 
derived from Lemma 9 and Lemma 4. 
If p. = 3, then by Lemma 11, G-1,o is the only Steiner starter in the set 
W,, . From each set Wi , 0 < i < r, exclude any Steiner starter, and call 
the resulting setp< . Fix a set of r starters for appropriate groups,Z, ,..,, Z, , 
Zi E vi , and form all possible products (((..* (A,zlA,) 22 .*a) a*.) zrA, , 
where Ai E vs. None of these product starters can be isomorphic to 
G-, , since they have no 2-cycles. This completes the proof of the theorem 
for the case p. = 3, by Lemmas 4 and 9. 
If there is a Steiner starter for (GF(p,“o), +), and for all i, pi # 3, then the 
starter Gmlsi is never a Steiner starter, 0 < i < r. Thus, the function T,-, 
has no 2-cycles. Taking all products of the form above where Ai , Zi E Wi , 
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i # 0, and A0 = the Steiner starter whose existence is asserted, we find 
that these starters are all nonisomorphic to Gel , since ToeI has no 2-cycles. 
This completes the proof of the theorem in the second case, by Lemmas 4 
and 9. # 
ROOM ~-DESIGNS 
By a Room t-design of side k based on the set U, we mean an ordered 
pair (R, U), where / U / = k + 1, R is itself an ordered t + I-tuple, 
(Rl, R2,..., R(t + I)), for all i, 1 < i, j < t + 1 and i #j, Ri is a one- 
factorization of Kv , and, if S E Ri and T E Rj , then / S n T 1 < 1. Two 
Room t-designs, ((Rl,..., R(t + l)), U) and ((Pl,..., P(t + l))V), are said 
to be isomorphic by the function Y (denoted by the symbol -y, as 
before for Room designs) iff there is a function Y: U + V such that, 
for all i, 1 < i < t + 1, Ri -y Pi . These two Room t-designs are said 
to be equivalent iff there is some permutation E such that the Room 
t-design ((R(lE), R(2E),..., R((t + l)E)), U) is isomorphic to ((P, ,,.., 
P(t + l)), V) by some function Y. 
Room t-designs were defined by Horton in [l I], and by Wallis in [12, 131. 
Our object is this section is to apply Theorems 2 and 3 to the case of 
Room t-designs. In order to make our result more precise, we will say 
that a Room t-design (R, U) is patterned iff there exists an abelian group G 
such that GZ, E R. 
THEOREM 4. Let P be a one-factorization of KU , and let A = {Aiz:;, 
be a set of one-factorizations of KU, and suppose that ((A, , P), U) defines 
a Room design, and ((A, , P), U)+ ((P, AJ, U), for 1 < i < m. Let {S,}~z”=l 
be a partition of A such that, $ Ah E Si and AB E Sj , then (1) if i fj, 
((Ah , P), U) and ((AB , P), U) are inequivalent; (2) but, zfi = j, there exists 
X such that P -x P and Ah -x Ak . Zf 1 <j < m, then let C = {C,}:,, 
and B = {Bi}:=, have the property that B u C C A, and if C, , C, E C and 
B,,B,EB, then, if eEC,, fcC,, gEB,, and hEBbr lenfl <l 
and j g n h ) < 1. Then if follows that, C = ((C, ,..., Cj, P), U) and 
B = ((Bl ,..., Bi , P), U) are inequivalent Room j-designs provided that 
thereexistsu,l<u<n,suchthat~BnS,/f/CnS,/. 
Proof. If B and e are equivalent under these assumptions, then 
either P -y P, or there is some w, 1 < w  < j, such that P -y C, . Now, 
(1) If P -r P, then the existence of S, implies that we can choose B, 
and C, such that for some v, i, and I, we don’t have B, , Ci E St , where 
v, i, and I are within the appropriate limits, and B, - * Ci . But, since 
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((P, B,), U) + ((P, C,), U), this is impossible. (2) Suppose, on the other 
hand, that P -y C,,, and B, -y P. Then ((P, B,), U) -y ((C, , P), U). 
It follows that there is a u such that B, , C, ES,. But then, 
((P, B,), U) -y ((C, , P), U) -I ((B, , P), U), for some X, and thus, we 
obtain a contradiction to the assumption stated at the beginning of the 
theorem. m 
Lower bounds on the number of patterned Room t-designs which are 
inequivalent can be obtained from Theorems 2, 3, and 4. For instance, 
if Theorem 2 asserts the existence of n equivalence classes of Room 
designs containing a patterned Room design, then, if k is odd, we can 
conclude that there are at least 12 + (3 equivalence classes of patterned 
Room %-designs-that is, equivalence classes of Room 2-designs containing 
a patterned representative-since there are at least two factorizations in 
each orbit described by Theorem 1 except for the orbit {G-,} (the orthogo- 
nality conditions are satisfied, by the results in [II]). Also, if k is even, 
we can obtain results for side pLckJ, and note that these results apply to 
the side p” by the corollary to Theorem 3 in [12]. 
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